
BE AT PEACE, WE'RE ONBOARD

Vulnerability Management | Security Testing | Security Hardening
Monitoring | Incident Response | Managed Services
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Let’s Secure it



SERVICES

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

We can help you right from the beginning.

Secure code review

We do analysis and finding the bugs.

Application Vulnerability Scanning

Built on Open source or proprietary,
Flaws are everywhere and
we do find them.

Infrastructure Scanning

We do consider Application
and business logics.

Risk rating and custom pro�ling

Infrastructure Scanning
Built on Open source or proprietary,
Flaws are everywhere &
we do find them.

Advanced approach for runtime metrics.
Reverse Engineering

SECURITY TESTING

Penetrate into your systems totest
security against most threatened flaws.

Automated Penetration testing
Machine can do what human commands to do,
so the testing

Manual Penetration testing

Penetrate into your systems to
test security against most
threatened flaws.

Infrastructure Penetration Testing
We do Detect Payloads and Malware not been
detected by Security Providers.

Reverse engineering and Footprint Analysis

SECURITY HARDENING

Proactively Configure your Assets
to defend against threats..

Hardening consulting and services
Implementing Security Isn’t your job?

Infrastructure Hardening

Ever Evolving field of technology needs constant updates and so the security patches

Vulnerability patching & Patch management

Open source or proprietary, less
configured is insecure.

Framework/System Hardening
We do analysis & help to fixing flaws 

Security Hardening:- Fixes
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SERVICES

MONITORING

Ever evolving threats needs to be monitored by Security Experts

Continuous Security Monitoring by Experts

Detection and Alerts
We do keep warn and alerts swift . Enhanced visibility thorough actionable

& contextual intelligence for faster
resolution

Actionable Intelligence

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Improve your organization’s cyber
security posture.

Co sourced on demand expertise

Whatever you need, if it is about
security we may serve concisely.

SLA based Delivery

On site Dedicated Expertise on need.

On Site Deployment

Specific needs, Specific Serving goals

Co Managed Services

MANAGED SERVICES

Vulnerability Management

Incident Response

Remediation

Purposeful security program for your
organization

Tailored Security Program
Let it be done by the Experts who
are keen at it

Security Monitoring

Only those knows who do take
challenges. We keep this on
Priority Number One.

Threat Intelligence
Robust Response though
proactive approach towards
Incidents

One time scan and fix don’t keep itsafe
–Let us Safeguard your assets actively

Compromise are incidental ,
Remediate it firmly.
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Rakshaniti is a fast growing, highly skilled and motivated team of certified security professionals 
dedicated to excellence in Information Security.

Our approach is to form long-term partnerships with our customers. This ensures consistency and 
builds an understanding of each organisation’s unique profile so that we can better advise on 
security risks.
Range of our services covers all the fields of Information Technology which are prevalent in 
conventional and non-conventional business ventures. We know that relating to our customers is 
vital to provide an achievable level of security following our pragmatic and resilient approach to 
budget and risk.

WHO WE ARE?

+91 9998279790

krunal@rakshaniti.com

www.rakshaniti.com

Get In
Touch!


